
Reiner Fuellmich with Attorney Todd Callender 

Todd Callender specializes in disabled rights and mortality risks


Lipid nanoparticles contain 3 different HIV proteins. The lipids enter the cells and 
deliver the payloads and create synthetic DNA

Natural immunity is disarmed  and vaccine induced AIDS is created The ‘vaccine 
delivers the payloads

1,100% increase in all cause morbidity and mortality


All of the jabs including from other countries have HIV adjuvant


This is a global military operation 

Everyone who has gotten the jabs has a % of autoimmunity

1 shot = 30%

3 shots = 100%

Expecting 5,000 + increase in excess mortality for this year

Moderna has a multidose HIV Vaxx ready and has received licensure (go figure) 

The electromagnetic component 
every public school and most private schools installed 5G transmitters during the 
lockdowns

60 gigahertz separates oxygen from Nitrogen - end up breathing Nitrogen

18 Gig interplays with w/ the lipid nano particles

Pathogens that have been found in the nanoparticles = Marburg and ecoli, Ebola and 
staph = hemmoragic fever

They swell up when come in contact with 18 Gig, expand and spill out and produce 
synthetic proteins and pathogens. 

These shed on others. 

Pretext to fill quarantine centers and hospitals will be the receiving centers

Hospital keeps upping the PCR cycles until get a positive result, then the person goes 
to the covid ward… given Midazolam then onto ventilators… Remdesivir 


2008 - US Gov merged public health with law enforcement, judiciary and corrections


Ventilators operate on 60 Gig signal


Extremely well organized masterplan arising from 2021 Agenda

there are three 2021 agendas

1 eliminate property rights

2 eliminate borders

3 mass depopulation


Marburg provision of US PREP act has already been put into action. Mandates to 
quarantine and test, all constitutional rights suspended. what rights you get are granted 
by the CDC


Everybody who got shots whose mRNA created spike protein are owned.

Use of synthetic mRNA creates SYNTHETIC PROPERTY RIGHTS

2001- NASA & DARPA - Hybrid humans will be owned and operated




This new species is already named H_______genesis.

Become chattel property of intellectual property owners

Slavery laws apply to humans NOT hybrids


Luciferase in the shots is the identifier of who has been jabbed. This is why at the 
airport they know if you have a fake Vaxx ID.

EMF cause 300% increase in graphenehydroxide in the body from the graphene that 
has been injected


Because these are phase 3 trials - vial batches can all be different to test different 
components which do not have to be disclosed


The DOD is the originator of these trials (and who knows above them) 
In Germany there are no requirements to label vaccines anymore


Lipid nanoparticles = hydrogel 

The ingredients in the Pfizer and Moderna are the same - the programing mRNA are 
different 

J&J & Astrazenica use synthetic DNA

Pfizer and Moderna use synthetic mRNA

	 They work the same way

mRNA shuts off the immune system. There are 3 proteins GP120, AD15 (May be AD5), 
PP14. Appear to be in all of the shots.


The new battlefield is the genetically modified soldier. The software is constantly 
upgraded… required for the super soldiers to live and stay competitive. The hardware 
is already installed with the jab


Will need monthly shots to stay alive and for software upgrades… kind of like computer 
games


The owners are Luciferarians and their goal is to genetically modify every species on 
Earth.


In 2001 government went into gene therapy business

Informed consent no longer required by military since 2005

N Korea has already shown enhanced super soldiers

Can already download info directly into the brain and they can go out and immediately 
fly a plane

Charles Lieber 2009 Harvard study turned lipid nanoparticles into nanobots that can 
crawl around in the brain

Biological graphene - very conductive - person becomes a battery… Bill Gates has a 
patent on the human battery  (surprise surprise) 
Become sources of intelligence… connected to the Biointernet of things

most durable substance on the planet

Self assembles - when add an electrical current it naturally self assembles to a 
conductive circuit


Want limited resources on the planet…95% reduction in pop

In the nanoparticles there is also a delivery of crisper technology…a gene deletion 
program




1P36 gene deletion syndrome - no1 serious adverse event - congenital disease of 
frontal cortex - reasoning = can’t be reached on a spiritual level

Vmap2 + Pax 5 - those that got those genes deleted will not be thinking, act zombie 
like… no connection to god.. no conscience no spirituality 

nullification

conplan8888 - Government plan in case of a zombie apocalypse

	 They note 5 different types of genetically modified zombies


Shedding is referenced in the Pfizer testing protocols

Person with the gene modification producing the incomplete S protein.. producing 
prions.. which eventually eat away at your brain

Have found in autopsy tissues of exposed people

Prions have to be incorporated into the body to damage through some vehicle of 
transference 


Germany has bought shots for up to 2029

March 2022 - convention on commercialization of lipid nanobots.. discussed having 
them crop dusted over cities

Jabs are necessary to install the hardware

Pepsi & Coke have the nanoparticles and in other foods but you have to have the 
hardware installed to disarm the immune system.


Dr. Lee is working on ways to flush out 
Chlorine Dioxide strips away the transistors connected to the bots

C-60 captures some

Chelated materials in IV’s


What is the difference between the 5 G transmitters and the satellites ?

A func of which frequency they are broadcasting on. 5G is a range of frequencies 2 Gig 
- 300 Gig

5G towers have 3 megawatts in each and every one of these towers… enough energy 
to power a small city of 50,000 to 60,000 people

They are beaming microwave energy all the time… same energy that we cook food 
with

Birds are falling out of the sky… 

The ones in space - we don’t know what frequency they are broadcasting on

96 Gig cooked/burned protesters in Australia recently 

28000 satellites 

There are no protections in the USA - in many states it was made a crime for city 
councils to vote against installation of 5G - there are no standards

Our 5 G phones are targeting systems - almost any disease you can think of they can 
create with the radiation poisoning

It is known what each of the frequencies does to life - plants, animals. humans


John Watterman - Royal Rife frequencies can cure 

Todd is working on a legal basis to be able to turn off 5 G towers


There is so much more interesting detail. I have highlighted the main points.


Please excuse any typos I may have missed :)                                        


